considered models is shown to give in a naturid way the graduate non convexity (GNC) algorithm, proposed by Blake and Zisserman. 'This model can be applied to smooth a field preserving its discontinuities. A new model is then proposed: it allows the gradient of the field to be enhanced at the discontinuities and smoothed elsewhere. All the theoretical results are obtained in the framework of the mean field theory, that is a well known statistical mechanics technique. A fast, parallel and iteracive algorichin to solve the deterministic equations of the two models is presented, together with experiments on synthetic and real images. The algorithm is applied to the problem of surface reconstruction is in the case of sparse data. We-uisodescrie a fast algorithm ,. that solves the problem of aligning the discontinuities of different visual models with intensity edges via integration. I
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Introduction
In order to give a viewer information about a three dimensional scene many algorithms have been developed on several early vision processes, such as edge detection, stereopsis, motion, texture, and color . This information refers to properties of the scene as shape, distance, color, shade or motion, and it is usually noisy and sparse: more processing is then necessary to extract the relevant information and fill in sparse data. In recent years many researchers [9] [12][61 [4] [5] have investigated the use of Markov Random Fields (MRFs) for early vision. MRFs models can geiirally be used for the ronr' n of a function starting from a set of noisy sparse data, such as intensity, stereo, or motion data. They have also been used to integrate early vision processes to label physical discontinuities. Two fields are usually required in the MRFs formulation of a problem: one represents the function that has to be reconstructed, and the other is associated to its discontinuities. The essence of the MRFs model is that the probability distribution of the configuration of the fields, given a set of data, is given as a Gibbs distribution. The model is then specified by an "energy function", that can be modeled to embody the a priori information about the system. In the standard approach an estimate of the field and its discontinuities is given by the configuration that maximizes the probability distribution, or equivalently that minimizes the energy function. Since the discontinuity field is a discrete valued field (it assumes only the values 0 or 1) this becomes a combinatorial optimization problem, that can be solved by methods of the Monte Carlo type (simulated annealing [10] , for example). The MRFs formulation is appealing bec-.use describes a system by local interactions and allows to capture many features of the system of interest by simply adding appropriate te the energy function. However, it has two main drawbacks: the amount .
npul er time needed for the implement;,-tion and the difficulty in estimating the parameters that control the relative weight of the various terms of the energy function.
In this paper we propose a deterministic approach to MRFs models. It consists in explicitly writing down a set of equations from which we can compute estimates of the mean values of the field f and the line process. We study two MRFs models, the second being an extension of the first, and we show that in each case the deterministic equations lead to a fast, parallel and iterative algorithm that can be used t.o obtain estimates of the fields everywhere.
A natural framework for this approach is the equilibriunm statistical mechanics, since it deals with systems with many degrees of frecdoln described by Gibbs probability (listributions. In principle, statistical mechanics allows us to derive the mean statistical values of the field (mean field equations) as explicit functions of the data and the parameters of the model: an algorithm implementing this would consist just of one step. Since the analytical cornputations required to obtain these explicit expressions are usualiy too hard, some approximations have to be xiade. \Ve use the rnean field approrirnatiov. a well known statistical mechanics tool., to obtain an approximated solution, that is given in implicit form by a set of non linear equations. We call these equation deterninistic to underline (he deterministic character of the whole procedure. We concentrate our attention on the partition function Z, th.t is the sum of the probability distribution over all the possible field configurations, since it is known to contain all the information abou. dihe sysiem. The idea underlying our approach is first to eliminate the line process degrees of freedom from Z: we will show that in so doing the effect of their interaction with the field can be simulated by a temperature dependent "effective potential" that depends only upon f. Its use is fundamental in the derivation of the deterministic equations, and gives useful insights on the role and the significance of the parameters. An advantage of such an approach is that the solution of the deterministic equations is faster than the Monte Carlo techniques, fully parallelizable and feasible of implementation on analog networks. The possibility of writing a set of equations is also useful for a better understanding of the nature of the solution and of the )-rameters of the model. We discuss two different MRFs models. The energy function of the first model has been already studied by several authors [2] [!lQ ':3][ 1 2] . It is interesting to notice that the GNC algorithm, proposed by Blake and Zisserman [2] in ad hoc manner, arises naturally in the framework of statisti, Id inechanics. This estabilish a connection between MRFs and deterministic algorithm already used in vision.
In the second model we detine an energy function with an extra term, that establishes an interaction between the line process at, neighborhood ,ites. This interaction can stlinulat.e the creation of a line at a pa,-ic:lar site if a line at a neighboillood site has been created. Thi'is terin allows I he dat-a 2o to be smoothed and, at the same time. the contrast at the discontinuities to be enhanced. Typical edge detection features like hysteresis, threshold and suprathreshold, which do not arise from the previous energy function, will arise naturally from the model. We point out that this model is a generalization of the previous one, that can be recovered by simply setting an appropriate parameter to zero.
These two methods can be applied to dense data and, with small modification, to sparse data as well. The problem of surface reconstruction (and image restoration) from sparse data is addressed and an algorithm to perform these tasks is obtained and implemented. We also outline an algorithm that solves the problem of aligning the discontinuities of different visual model, with intensity edges via integration. The paper is organized in the following way: Chapter 2 presents an overview of MRFs in vision. Chapter 3 discusses the deterministic approximation of MRFs for the three energy functions mentioned above. Chapter 4 shows how to estimate the parameters of the models. In Chapter 5 some results are described. Chapter t discusses applications for sparse data and integration of visual modules with intensity. Chapter 7 concludes the paper.
MRFs for smoothing fields and detecting discontinuities
Here we briefly summarize how MRFs have been used in computer vision. A more extensive discussion is given i 1 , Geman and Geman [9), Marroquin[12] , Chou [4] , Gamble and Poggio [6] , Gamble, Geiger, Poggio, Weinshall [5] . Consider the problem of approximating a surface given sparse and noisy depth data, on a regular 2D lattice of sites. We think the surface as a field (surface-field) defined in the regular lattice, such that the value of this field at each site of the lattice is given by the surface height at this site. The Markov property asserts that the probability of a certain value of the field at any given site in the lattice depends only upon neighboring sites. According to the Clifford-Hammersley theorem, the prior probability of a state of the field f has the Gibbs form:
Zf
3I/ z7
where f is the field, e.g. the surface-field, Z 1 is the partition function, U(f) = E iZi(f) is an energy function that can be computed as the sum of local contributions from each Iattice site i, and 3 is a parameter that is called the inverse of the natural temperature of the field. If a sparse observation g for any given surface-field f is given and a model of the noise is available then one knows the conditional probability P(gff). Bayes theorem then allows to write the posterior distribution:
As a simple example. when the surfaces (surface-fields) are expected to be smooth and the noise is Gaussian, the energy is given by
where -y = I or 0 depending on whether data are available or not and N, is a set of sitez in an arbitrary neighborhood of the site i. The maximum of the posterior distribution or other related estimates of the "true" data-field value can not be computed analytically, but sample distributions of the field with the probability distribution of (2.2) can be obtained using Monte Carlo techniques such as the Metropolis algorithm [14] . These algorithms sample the space of possible values of the surface-field according to the probability distribution P(fjg).
One of the main attractions of MRFs models is that they can deal directly with discontinuities. Geman and Genian [9] introduced the idea of another field, the line process, located on the dual lattice, and representing explicitly the presence or abserce of discontinuities that break the smoothness assumption (2.2). The dual lattice is another lattice coupled with the data field lattice such that for each site of the data field lattice there are two sites of the dual lattice, one site corresponding to the vertical line and the other one to the horizontal line. The associated prior energy then becomes:
where ij, is the element of the binary field I located between site i,,j. The term
Vc(I)
, where C is a clique defined by the neighborhood system of the line ]o process (binary field), reflects the fact that certain configurations of the line process are more likely to occur than others. Depth discontinuities are usually continuous and non-intersecting, and rarely consist of isolated points. These properties of physical discontinuities can be enforced locally by defining an appropriate set of energy values "c(lij) for different configurations of the line process ( [9] , [13] , [6] .) In our models the cliques will be simplified to the nearest neighbors. Two basic problems have arisen in using MRFs to solve vision problems. The first one is the amount of computer time used in the Metropolis algorithm or in simulated annealing [10] . The second problem is to how estimate the parameters of the energy function sin r ce they have been estimated in an ad hoc manner. We propose to approximate the solution of the problem formulated in the MRFs frame with its "average solution." The mean-field theory (which is explained in the next chapter) allows us to find deterministic equations analytically for MRFs whose solution approximates the solution of the statistical problem.
A deterministic approximation of MRFs
The Line Process for two dimensions
The line process was described in chapter 2 for the one dimensional case. Now we generalize it to two dimensions. In this case we define a horizontal line process hij and a vertical line process vii. Thc line process hij connects the site (i,j) to the site (i,j -1), while vii connects the site (ij) to the site (i -1,j). This is illustrated in figure 1 . It is important to notice that the horizontal line process is determined by the gradient of the field in the vertical direction, and the vertical line process is determined by the gradient of the field in the horizontal direction. In this way we can reduce the two dimensional problem to two one dimensional problems, provided that the horizontal and vertical line processes do not interact. At the end we can add both line processes to get the edge map. This approach will be exploited in the next chapters. We point out that the fields fo, hij and vij are defined in the same lattice instead of having fij in one lattice and hij, tij in a dual lattice. 
O5
The Weak Membrane energy
Or hou to smooth the field but not at the discontinuities
The Weak Membrane energy is given by
where
and a and -y are positive valued parameters. The first term, as in the previous case, enforces closeness to the data and the second one contains the interaction between the field and the line processes: if the horizontal or vertical gradient is very high at site (i,j) the corresponding line process will be very likely to be active (hi,, = 1 or vij = 1), to make energy decrease and signal a discontinuity. The third term takes into account the price we pay each time we create a discontinuity and is necessary to prevent the creation of discontinuities cverywhere.
Mean field theory and Weak Membrane
We assume that there is uncertainty in the model and then the statistical framework can be used to incorporate (lt-unccrtainty as described by (2.11 Using mean field theory it can be shown (see Appendix A) that
where F = -1 lnZ is the free energy. Z is the partition function defined as
where T{f means the sum over all the possible coItihiuro tions {f} of the system. The computation of the partition function is equivalent, in this case, to the evaluation of a mUlti-dirensional integral which can riot b-explicitly solved. due to the interaction between all the variables. Even if in exact solution can not be found, we can still obtain a good solution making use of the so called mean field approxzimation. The mean-field approximation is a general tool used in statistical mechanics that consists in substitut irg the interaction among the fields at different, locations by the interaction of the fteid at each site with the mean field value at different locations (see appendix A) After this step the partition function factors into the product of single-site partition functions, that can usually be computed
Now the partition funcLion, and then the free energy are fiiiictions of the mean values of the fields, which are still unknown. fhiese values, however, are usually related to the derivatives of the free energy with respect to some external field, as in (3.2). Substituting the free energy with its mean-field approximation, we obtain a set of implicit and self-consistent equations for the fields, usually called rnean-ficid equations. In this sense the mean-field equations give a deterministic ,olution to the MRFs prolhlein, since they relate explicitly the inean values of the field to the data. They could be implemented by a ,heterlnin istic network.
In the case of (3.1) the partition fiincion hecoines
In a
Averaging Out the Line Process
The contribution of the line process to the partition function can be exactly computed. Indeed the line process term in (3.3) is the partition function of two spin systems (h and v) in an external field (Gh and Gv) with no interaction between neighboring sites. Then each spin contributes to the partition function independently from the others and its contribution is (1 + e -%)G) for the horizontal field and a similar factor for the vertical one. The partition function can then be rewritten as
The capability of computing the line process contribution to Z allows us to obtain a solution for the mean values of the fields h and v once a solution for the field is provided. As an intermediate step, after some algebra derived in appendix B we obtain hi j =< eja > and yi~j < (3.5) 2 ) and + 1 (3.6).
In the zero tciaperature limit (3 --+ oo) (3.6) becomes the Heaviside function (1 or 0) and the interpretation is sinple: when the horizontal or vertical gradient (
are larger than a threshold (f) a vertical or horizontal discontinuity is created, since the price to smooth the function at that site is too high. This leads to a clear interpretation of the parameter "y, as it will be discussed in section 4.2. We notice that (3.6) can account for diagonal lines. We show with the example of a rectangle in a square lattice (see figure 2a ). The threshold (V') to create a discontinuity line is invariant under rotations of the rectangle with respect to the lattice (see figure 2b) . The diagonal line is perceived from a chain of horizontal and vertical lines (like a stair case). The important result obtained from (3.6) is that although the total line created in figure 2b is v/22 times bigger than in figure 2a the threshold to create a line has been kept the same.
F i g u r e 2 : a ) A t t h e d i s c o n tt i n u i t y ,
The Effective Potential
We discuss how the interaction of the field f with itself hns changed after the line process has been eliminated from the partition funcd ion. From (3.4) we notice that the partition function can be rewritten as where
Eejj(f) -Za(Aih + AV2) -1ln[(1 + e-a,)(a + e-,j)]
and Efg(f) is given by (3.1a) . This is the partition function of a system composed of one continuous valued field, whose energy is Efq + Eejf. We interpret this result as the effect of the interaction of the line processes with the field f. This effect can be simulated by modifying appropriately the interaction of the field with itself, substitut'ng the smoothing term in the energy function with a new temperature dependent potential. In figure 3 the effective potential is depicted for different temperatures. It simulates the effect of the line processes on the field f. Notice that the energy function is still the sum of local interactions between first neighbors. For the zero temperature limit one can see in figure 3 that the smoothing term is active only when the gradient is smaller than a threshold, proportional to the ratio between -y and a. When the temperature is different from zero the border (threshold) of the smoothing region is no longer well defined due to thermal noise. It corresponds to an adaptive threshold that depends on the temperature. where h.j,, and tvij are given by formula 3.6. Equation (3.7) gives the field at site i,j as the sum of data at the same site, plus an average of the field at its neighbor sites. This average takes in account the difference between the neighbors. The larger is the difference, the smaller is the contribution to the average. This is captured by the term (1 -lij) , where l,,j is the line process. At the zero temperature limit (3 -+ 00) the line process becomes 1 or 0 and then only terms smaller than a threshold must be taken in account for the average. This interpretation helps us in understanding the role of the a and -t parameters, as it will be discussed in chapter 4. Notice that the form of (3.7) is suitable for the application of a fast, parallel and iterative scheme of solution.
The Effective Potential and the Graduate Non Convexity Algorithm
We have to point out that this energy function has been studied by Blake and Zisserman [2] , in the context of edge detection and surface interpolation. They do not derive the results friom the MRFs formulation but they simply minimize the Weak Membrane energy function. From a statistical mechanics point of view the mean-field solution does not minimize the energy function, but this becomes true in the zero temperature limit, so their approach must be recovered from the MRFs formulation in this limit. This is indeed the case, and it is easy to show that the effective potential becomes the Blake and Zisserman potential when 0 goes to infinity. In order to obtain the minimum of the energy function E 1 Blake and Zisserman introduce the GNC (Graduate Non Convexity) algorithm, which is different from our deterministic scheme, but can be embedded in the MRFs framework in a natural way. Let us review briefly the GNC algorithm. The main problem with the Weak Membrane Energy is that is not a convex function and a gradient descent method can not be applied to obtain the minimum because one could be trapped in a local minimum. In order to solve this problem Blake and Zisserman introduce a family of energy functions E (P) , depending continuously on a parameter p, p[0, 1], such that EM' ) is convex, E (°) -E 1 and E(P) are non convex for pc[0, 1). Gradient descent is successively applied to the energy function E(P) for a prescribed decreasing sequence of values of p starting from p = 1, and this procedure is proved to converge for a class of given data. The construction of the family of energy functions E(P)is ad hoc and uses piecewise polynomials. In our framework, a family of energy functions with such properties is naturally given by E~ii(T1 where T is the temperature of the system. The GNC algorithm can then be interpreted as the tracking of the minimum of the energy function as the temperature is lowered to zero (like a deterministic annealing). In this way the approach of Blake and Zisserman can be viewed as a deterministic solution of the MRFs problem, even if it does not fully exploit the possibility of obtaining deterministic equations for the surface and discontinuity fields. The results obtained by applying this method to edge detection, for example, u" good, and a pattern of meaningful discontinuities can usually be recovered (2] . However, sometimes the full set of discontinuities is not obtained: when the gradient of the image brightness is under the threshold, a discontinuity may not be detected, even though it would be necessary, for example, to close a contour. If interaction between lines (self interaction of the line-field) is introduced in the energy function this problem can be overcome, as we discuss next. Figure 4 summarizes the procedure used before to obtain deterministic algorithms from the statistical methods. 
Improving the weak membrane model
Or how to smooth the field while enhancing the differences at the discontinuities
So far we have not exploited an important physical constraint of images, namely the smoothness of the discontinuity field. Isolated discontinuities are very unlikely to occur and, on the contrary, the presence of a discontinuity at a site makes more likely the presence of a discontinuity at a neighboring site. This smoothness constraint on the discontinuity field can be incorporated in the model by simply adding a new term to the energy function. Thus, the total energy becomes
E2 = El + Ell
where El is given by (3.1) and we define the new term
Ell = -Ey [h,,h,-+ v,,jv,-,sj ij
and c is a new parameter whose exact meaning and estimation will be explained in the next section. To make more evident the meaning of the new term we notice that
E, + E , = y(l -2e)[h1, + v,] + CY[(h,,j -hi,j_,) 2 + (vi,, -v ,-j,)'] (3.8) ij
where El is given by (3.1c). From (3.8) it is clear that c is related to the degree of smoothness of the discontinuity field and so must be a positive number. In order to keep positive the price we pay for creating a discontinuity and to prevent the line processes from being active everywhere, c has to be less than 1. We notice here that this model is a simplified version of other possible potentials. In particular, the neighbor size considered here is at most of two pixels where Gamble & Poggio (1987) for example, have discussed more sophisticated cliques composed of larger neighbors.
Averaging Out the Line Process
Again, as in the Weak Membrane energy case we calculate the contribution of the line process in the partition function. The partition function can be written as
where the Gs have been defined in section 3.
We rewrite the line process term by substituting hij(G',-eyhi,,-) by hij(G -,
). Notice that this change is just a rearrangement of the terms on the sum over i,j and therefore does not change the value of Z. We also notice that the line process term of (3.9) is the partition function of many one-dimensional Ising spin models in an external field. For a constant external field an exact solution can be obtained by the method of the transfer matrix (see Parisi [15] ). This method can be still applied to our case (not constant external Field), giving a compact expression for the partition function. However, the expression we obtain is highly non local for the field f and not useful for fast computations.
Because of it we-apply the mean field approximation and replace hi,-1 by hij-1 , hi,j+l by hi,j+l , vi_-,j by ,_Ij,, and vi+,j by b,+Ij in (3.9) . Notice that at this step the mean field approximations refer to the line process and not to the field f (that is kept "frozen"). The sum over the line process configurations (3.9) can then be computed, giving
Zmf hv
The partition function is now similar to the previous one (3.4) and the zerotemperature mean-field equations for the line process field can then be derived in the same approximation:
is the sigmoid function. Notice that now equations (3.10) form a set of non linear equations and the solution fur the line process is not as simpie as before.
Hysteresis, Suprathreshold and Threshold
The solution obtained in (3.10) for the line process can deal with the problem of "streaking". Streaking is the breaking up of an edge contour caused by fluctuations above and below a threshold along a contour [3] . This is a common problem with thresholded detectors, in particular with the scheme implemented by the Weak Membrane energy. For the third energy the thresholding is done with hysteresis. This is the way that Canny's detector works [3] . The hysteresis phenomenon is evident in (3.10) . With the creation of a horizontal line at a neighbor site, say {i,j -1) (h,,-1 = 1), the energy necessary for creating a line at a site {i,j} decreases by =. On the other hand, if two lines are created at {i,j -1} and {i,j + 1} then the energy decreases by c-y. A low threshold (threshold) and a high threshold (supratLhieshold) arise naturally. The suprathreshold for creating a line is given by 2 < ) 2 ,in this case a line is alwas creatcd. In the same way the lowest threshold is cgiven by '(1-) )2 < 2, in this case a horizontal line will be created at site {i,j} if a horizontal line has been created in the sites {i,j -1} and {i,J + 1. At higher temperatures the threshold and suprathreshold are not so welldefined, and what we have are adaptive thresholds that depend on the values of the field. These points will become clearer when we discuss the effective potential. We point out that some hysteresis may occur on the Weak Membrane energy. However it will happen just on special cases and without much of control. A consistent framework to enhance and smooth images requires at least two thresholds. The Weak Membrane energy is a one-threshold model and therefore can not fully exhibit hysteresis.
The Effective Potential
By analogy to section 3.3, the effective potential is given by
An exact computation by means of the transfer matrix method shows that this potential is highly non local and its practical use is limited. What we will do next is to use approximation techniques to obtain a potential that is local , up to the first neighbors. Without losing any generality we now dismiss the contribution of the vertical process since it is independent of the horizontal process contribution. In order to obtain an expression for E!ff in terms of the gradient field Ah we investigate (3.10). Since the discontinuity field is smooth we first approximate the term k''_+',' by he., and (3.10) at the zero temperature becomes The solution of (3.12) depends on the value of-2 -A4 (f,
These results are illustrated in figure 5 . We notice that in ihe region (I -) < (Ah)2 < -, both solutions are possible , thus reflecting a weakness in the assumption we made. A possible way to obtain a unique solution is to consider an average of the two solutions such that the higher the gradient of f, the higher is the value of h (more likely for creating a line). We interpret the values of h between 1 and 0 as the likelihood of creating a line. We approximate the solution of the mean field equation for h,,j at any temperature (/3) by the analytical expression that has the desired property and should be a reasonable guess for the dependence of hij on the gradient of the field f. Figure 6 shows two solutions of (3.13) for different temperatures. Substituting the value of hij given by (3.13) in (3.11) we then obtain the third energy potential, that is plotted in Figure 7 for some values of / and e. The effect of the third energy potential on the mean field f can be understood by analyzing the "force" (derivative) of the potential (see Figure 8) . The third energy effect can be described as follows. 
A deterministic solution for f
Here again the same arguments of section 3.3.3 apply to obtain a deterministic solution for the field f. After some computations we then obtain:
(3.14)
Parameters
The parameters a, 7, e and 3 must be estimated in order to develop an algorithm that smoothes, enhances and finds the discontinuities of the given data-field.
The parameter ce
The parameter a controls the balance between the "trust" in the data and the smoothing term. The noisier are the data the less you want to "trust" it so a is larger, the less noisy are the data the more you "trust" it so a should be smaller. To estimate a various mathematical methods are available. The generalized cross validation method introduced by Wahba [17] arid the standard regularization method described by Tikhono [IC, 1] were studied by Geiger and Poggio (7] to estimate a. The standard regulirization method gives [7] an equation relating a with the signal-to-noise ratio that for the continuous case is
where S(w, v) is the spectral density (power spectrum) of the signal f(x. y) and N(w, v) is the spectral density of the noise v(x, y), assuming that v(x, y) is stationary. When an eo.inianion of the noise is not available, it is necessary to use the generalized cross ,alidation method (GCV). GCV sta-,es that the optimal value of a can be obtained by minimizing the functional (here in one dimension)~
where f,,,(t,) is tOw smootlied soluti,,n given by (3.-!).
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For the purpose of snoothing iliagos oth i methods qiw. a)'2.Ut the same values of a [7] . Better re..i.lts should be obtained if tlie e>t ination of o is done locally (for a :imall ueighborhood).
The parameter -
From (3.6) one cai, se-thiat -is the tireshold for creating a ] lie i) the Weak Membrane energy. let's (all fi te value . From 1 he expression of the effective potential we riotice tia, it the gradient A/., i abh,,vr 1 there is no smoothing and 0 th w gia(Ieiit is l,,low then s1iooiliing is alpplied. The parameter defines the resolution of the system and we explain this with two examples.
In the first example suppose we are working with the stereo module, so the data field is a depth-field. In this case is the threshold for the changes in depth to be called a depth discontinuity. This value is determined according to the resolution of the stereo system available and/or to the desired resolution that one is interested.
In the second example the field is the intensity data and the parameter represents the threshold for detecting edges. This value is somehow arbitrary, and probably context dependent. A variation of = 16 units to = 32 units for an 8-bit array image is likely to be in agreement with the human threshold. The exact value of depends on the attention of the observer and/or the sensitivity of the system.
For the second energy the absolute threshold to create an edge is also given by . However when there is support from neighbor edges this threshold can be lowered to x (/(1 -c) (see (3.10) ). This suggests setting -' so to guarantee that the highest noise gap is smoothed (we are assuming that noise gaps are isolated features). In this case the ( parameter will be set to assure that at the edges the images will not be smoothed but perhaps enhanced. In this case the value of = 30 may be desired for an 8-bit array.
The parameter E
The parameter F allows the energy to be more general by controlling the amount of propagation of the line. So, once a line is created, the price to pay for creating another line next to it wiii !,e lowered by the amount of -. In other words, from (3.11) one can see that the difference in the energy for when a line has been created and when no line has been created at pixel (i -1,j) . is given by -. This is what characterizes the threshold and suprathreshold or the hysteresis phenomena [31. The threshold is given by ) and the suprathreshod by V. The parameter e varies from 0 to 1.0 and when is zero reduces the third energy to the Weak Membrane energy. When 1.0 lines are created everywhere, since once a line is created there is no cost in creating another one and then it propagates indchniteiy (to the image fimits). How much does one want to propagate a line? How much should the difference between the threshold and the suprathreshold be? Which exact value of 23 should be chosen? According to the discussion above about y we conclude that f should be chosen (assuming we already have a and -y) to guarantee that ' is below the desired edge threshold. Again it depends on what one wants to do with the data. For detecting edges of objects in a scene one wants to have high suprathreshold and threshold (usually obje , boundaries exhibit high gradients) and c large (bigger than 0.5) so that all the object boundaries are detected, included the exceptional boundary pixels with a smaller gradient.
The parameter 3
The parameter f controls the uncertainty of the model. The smaller is fi the more inaccurate is the model. This suggests that for solving the mean field equations a rough solution can be obtained for a small value of /3 (high uncertainty) and thereafter we can increase f (small uncertainty) to obtain more accurate solutions. This can be called deterministic annealing. We also notice that 3 multiply the first term on (3.1) to give
which suggests that the inverse of 3 gives the -. andard deviation of the noise. We keep in mind that 0 3 also multiplies the other parameters of the model and therefore by estimating f b\ the amount of noise the estimation of the other parameters have to be scaled by this factor.
Results
Implementation
For the implementation the zero temperature limit equations have, provided results as good as the deterministic annealing with a faster computational time. We do not, have proof of convergence but only suggestive experimental results. In order to find the mean field solution for the third energy, we solved (3.14)
together with (3.10) iii a coupled amd iterailve way. More prcisely:
For simplicity, let's write (3.14) as fi,j, fi-1 j, fi-,. fi +1. j, , hi,,j, hi_,,j, vi,j , vij -) and ( The algorithm solves these equations iteratively by updating (for the parallel case) in the following way where w controls the rate of change and the index n indicates the step of the * iterative process. For a serial implementation we first update the even sites (like the white squares in a chess board) and then the odd sites (like the black squares).
Typically the algorithm has converged in 10 iterations which takes about 1 minute for images of 64 x 64 pixels on a Symbolics 3600.
Synthetic Images
We first tested the algorithm on a synthetic step edge image with noise added. This is a good test-image since locally many edges on real images are of this type. The step edge image is an 8-bit array of 64 x 64 pixels with a step intensity of 140 units (see Figure 9a ). White noise, with standard deviation 30, is added to the step edge (see Figure 9b) . We apply the algorithm described by (5.1) to reconstruct the original image. First we use ( = 0. in order to have the Weak Membrane energy. We set n = 4 (typical smoothing parameter) and -= 24000 (so that we do not smooth the edge). The result after 20 iterations is show in Figure 9c . We not ice that the step edge starts to be smoothed before all the noise has been smoothed. In Figure 91 we set, c to be 25 0 0.9 and -' = 45000, and the result is more striking. Because we set the ratio 2 to be higher than that, all the noise has been smoothed away. However, at the edge there is support from the neighbor edges to lower th2 threshold to a factor (1 -E) = 0.1. Therefore the noise is suppressed and the edges are not smoothed but on the contrary are enhanced. We conclude that for a noisy step edge, the third energy is able of retrieving and enhancing the edge (see figure 9 Id) while the Weak Membrane energy retrieves the edge with worse performance (see figure 9c ).
Real Images
When we apply the second energy algorithm to a real still life image the result is an enhancement of specular edges, shadow edges and some other contours while smoothing out the noise (see Figure 10 ). This result is obtained consistentently in all the images we used and also with other fields besides intensity, e.g. "color" images. In our case "Color" images are 8-bit images representing the ratio between the red array and the sum of red and green arrays.
6 Surface reconstruction and alignment via integration
Sparse Data and Surface Reconstruction
Until now we dealt with dense data defined on allthe sites 'f the lattice. This is not always the case, especially if the field is the output of a stereo or motion module. In that case data are given on a subset of the lattice sites and the data-field interaction term (Efg) in the energy function has to be modified in the following way
Here jj is a Olag that is one it' a datum is given at site (i,j) and 0 otherwise. This slight ruodification lii', no effect on the theoretical results. and only some cli, iges lake place in lhe deterministic equations for the surface field: the term enforcing closeness to data disap pears when a datum is not given at a site. We rew. e The model can deal with sparse data and alignment of the discontinuities of different modules with the intensity edges.
We have shown that the deterministic algorithm of GNC can be regarded as an approximation of the gradient descent method with a deterministic annealing schedule to solve the mean field equations. This suggests a unified framework to connect different methods used on image segmentation, restoration and surface reconstruction. We will show in another paper [8] that several deterministic algorithms for image segmentation and reconstruction are approximations of two methods to solve the mean field equations: the gradient descent method discussed in this paper and the parameter space method discussed in [8] . We derived a deterministic solution for the mean values of the surface and discontinuity fields, consisting of a system of coupled nonlinear equations. An algorithm has been implemented to obtain a solution for this system: it is fully parallelizable, iterative and recursive, allowing efficient computation. It would be interesting to analyze other approximations or extensions of this model. For example, a model that includes interaction between the horizontal and vertical line processes could be developed to inhibit self-intersections of the discontinuity field. A term like ,, j(1 -Vjj) may be sufficient. An analysis of convergence of the algorithm would also be important.
